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About This Game

Toast Time is a throwback to the golden age of video games where old-school homebrew titles fused arcade action with a
distinctly British sense of humour.

--

An appetising arena shoot-em-up garnished with tower-defence elements and served warm with awesome-sauce (probably
syrup).

Inter-dimensional time-blob beasties have sailed the cosmos in pursuit of spare time, and now they've found it, tasted it, on an
idyllic Monday morning.

Assume the role of TERRY (toast-ejecting recoil & reload system), a humble and solitary toaster with an uncontrollable love for
English breakfasts, hats and scheduling.

Click to launch toast, crumpets and magnitudes of other breakfast paraphernalia at the beasties. Bounce around and crush them
with your hot metallic mass. Tip over bins, and use the environments to your advantage. Drink a little coffee and go a little

crazy. Do everything it takes to defend toast time – you are Monday morning's final hope. Have your toast and eat it.

Feature List:

 54 action-packed missions.
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 16 exciting bread-based weapons.

 Iron man survival mode & bonus COFFEE TIME mode.

 Loads of colourful hats and customisations.

 Addictive and original gameplay mechanics.

 Steam Achievements, Leaderboards, Stats, Cloud Save & Trading Cards.

 Super-slick audio and calibrated soundtrack -- each level has its own piece of music.
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Title: Toast Time
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Force Of Habit
Publisher:
Force Of Habit
Release Date: 27 Aug, 2014
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Very nice artwork.. This the big sauce. I there a way to reset you stats?. Yeah, what can I say about this game. I was like "WTF
AM I PLAYING???"

Okay, so WSAD is basically your "musical" intrument. You got a battalion and you can control them in quicktime events using
different types of scores to do actions. Like WSAD is used to make your batallian shoot the opponent. Not sure what the rest
will do, because I did not get any further then when I was facing the practice dummy's.

It kept asking me to press WSAD, the battallion shoots the dummy's and it asks it again. After like 30 times typing WSAD, I
must think that, accordingly the pictures that I've seen from this game (which persuaded me to buy this game in the first place
because it looks different and promised something) I quit the game. Maybe something to work with? Or to fix? I AM STUCK
in what seems to be the tutorial?

I did NOT expect that you had to use a "musical" score to operate your battalion. THAT is an interesting concept. However, I
don't think this game get's a high replayability factor. But who knows what the DEV has in it's mind with this project. But for
now, for me, it's unplayable, because I do not progress further because of this, what it seems to be, a bug.

For now, I do not recommend it, because it doesn't let me progress in the game. I will keep this game on my harddrive for a little
while, maybe this game get's updated and maybe I can play it like how it was intented and rewrite my review.. Makes the
original game much better. So it is worth the couple of bucks when on sale.. An interesting blend between shoot em up and rpg.
I love ludosity's games and this is no exception. Gods vs Humans struggles with a style that gives you a hard time enjoying it's
endless, repetitive boycotting of little humans that although look cute and funny, are horrendously annoying and boring in a
negative way.

Unless you can't find a better alternative for 7$, don't stick with Gods vs Humans.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=nFKx5f6COM4. It is basically Bomberman for pc
...
...
10/10. Hm I give this one an 'ok' rating.

Fairly obvious who did it, you replay the same puzzle every time you have to get into a certain door, lots of pointless walking,
not scary at all...Just generally not much to do in this game but translate Italian to English.. Pitiri 1977 hits the 70's feel while
delivering a excellent side scrolling platformer with some puzzle elements. The asthetic brought into the 2d world reminds me
of old Steven Spielberg movies! Worth checking out.
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Nice game!

Its only annoying that you can't save your progress when you die, but it's not that long game so I don't have anything to
complain.. Wow is the translation on this one bad. I'm a native english speaker and I had a hard time understanding some of the
prompts. Also, its not even voiced in english, just japanese.. its not finished. I bought this on a discount sale, but it was still a
waste of money. The game is a remake of a very old game and it shows, the clunky AI and watching the game play itself... just
spare yourself, don't get this game.. Blue Revolver is a very well made Shmup that's fun for both Shmup fans and people new to
the STG genre. I'd recommend it for anyone interested in trying out an arcade style bullet hell game with a high amount of
scoring depth that's you can ease yourself into.. Remember the old Vectrix games console of the early 1980's?? These guys
clearly do! I personally think the graphics in this game are superb and play a huge part in the game's charm. The races are quite
challenging, not least because the AI racers are rather ruthless in their use of the available power-ups and aren't afraid to use
dirty tricks to get past you. Fantastic game, you really need to have this in your collection!. No tutorial and not exactly intuitive
when it comes to building things. How to adjust height of track and roads as you build is still a complete mystery and I never
figured it out. I'd say it's not a game that can realistically be played until it has some sort of tutorial to show you how to do things
before you can really get started in playing it. IMO, definitely not worth the 44 UK Pounds they are asking by a very long
margin, that's what I'd expect to pay for a fully completed and working AAA game, not an EA release as this obviously is.

I'm refunding now but I may keep an eye on it to see how it progresses, if at all and I may change my review later but for now, I
wouldn't recommend it at this price to anyone.. I don't do reviews usually but here goes:-

Runeyana is at it's core a 3d hack and slash game, but it has a few twists thrown in to up the gameplay value.

 Crafting your own armour and weapons from creature drops is quite rewarding (ala Monster Hunter), but has to be done at a
specific NPC after finding a blueprint for the armour\/weapon you want, the UI here can get somewhat confusing and it's not
always apparent what you need to actually craft the item you want.
 I also have an issue with everytime I approach the crafting guy a tutorial screen pops up which has to be dismissed by bringing
up the cursor.......which brings us to the UI.

 The UI is (to put it bluntly) awful, bringing up the cursor to click stuff is fine however it doesn't pause the game or detach the
mouse from the looking around function, by experience I've had a level-up screen pop up as I was taking a jump miles off the
ground, this not only obscured half my screen but my flailing around trying to dismiss it resulted in a plummet downwards, the
UI and menu system needs a serious re-vamp.

 Don't want to totally wail on the game as it has a few nice touchs too, I personally think the charactor art is amazing, the ability
to craft a chest once you get to the main city which appears in other peoples games (they can loot your cash -hide it well) is a
cool idea, you can also get prestige with certain factions who will then guard your chest whilst you are away, I did notice
something about them guarding your buildings too but I haven't got that far into it yet.

 Pros:
 What's there is very playable and fairly solid.
 7 hours in -not a single crash.
 Has a lot of potential once the features are all in place.
 Developer is very passionate and active in the community.
 Has a charming quirkiness to it that draws you back in.

 Cons:
 The UI is a lesson in frustration and confusion at the same time.
 Tutorials (lack of and show up too much when they do).
 Dying is easy in the main city with some enemies one shotting you, after death your health isn't replenished forcing you to
make vast amounts of potions to get anywhere.

 Since my initial review this has been pushed to a full release, almost none of it's initial flaws have been addressed and the game
remains unfinished, if the game gets a major UI overhaul along with some odd quirks being addressed then it might warrent a
thumbs up.. Too much insanity, not enough rising.
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